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Q17 Do you have any additional comments about these items?
Answered: 164 Skipped: 166

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Variety of housing types (#6, 7, and 11) can be located in the Sunbury City limits as I'm sure
they will expand outward. Sports fields would bring in mostly non-township residents and
traffic. (#16) - new interchange was already planned for 71 between Cheshire Road and 36/37.
It should be kept there. At 521 you are destroying more of our vital farmland needed for crops,
etc. Destroying peaceful way of life in our rural township, which is why we love it here and
have not moved. Please do not make 521 into another Polaris, or even 36/37. Thank You.

8/1/2022 12:20 PM

2 If people want the city, let them move there. Just because the Village of Sunbury, Galena, City
of Delaware, etc sold out doesn't mean Kingston needs to as well.

7/25/2022 5:28 PM

3 Yes, 5 acre lots should be the norm. Don't lose the small town and rural atmosphere. 7/20/2022 11:19 AM

4 I support the current minimum residential lot size as 1.951 acres in the Farm Residence
District if intermixed with lots of larger sizes. I do not support this lot size for planned
residential districts / subdivisions.

7/19/2022 3:13 PM

5 Please keep this township limited to current-size lots (1.9+acres) 7/17/2022 4:29 PM

6 Why 1.951 min acreage? Seems very specific, like accommodating a specific lot. I would
prefer seeing 2+.

7/16/2022 9:52 AM

7 protect farmland, many families have a long history of farming in this area. 7/15/2022 9:29 AM

8 no 7/14/2022 7:06 PM

9 I do not want any large devolvements. Keep Kingston Twp. Rural. We do not need any
shopping ect. I moved to the country 38 years ago and want to keep it that way. Let's be
unique and not give in to developers.

7/13/2022 7:44 PM

10 Current roads need to be better maintained prior to further development. 7/12/2022 8:14 PM

11 I respect it's hard to balance sustained growth vs. keeping the rural feel of the township. I
would like to see more speed enforcement on township roads--given the growth of the area,
more people are moving in and there's not only heavier traffic on rural roads but many drivers
are going way too fast. We feel like we take our lives into our hands every time we cross the
road to pick up our mail.

7/12/2022 6:07 PM

12 It’s great to think we will always stay small and rural. Development is on our door step and it
can’t be totally stopped.

7/12/2022 5:45 PM

13 I WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE MINIMUM LOT SIZE INCREASED TO 5 ACREAS. 7/12/2022 1:19 PM

14 I would like to know how we can get our ditch filled in like our neighbor did that did not have as
big of ditch as us. Township came and filled his in. Something is not right here. Also seems
like they do everything to accomadate Nationwide and Whyler.

7/12/2022 7:40 AM

15 Smaller lots with the preservation of green space should be the focus for the future. Current
landowners should not be penalized by further restricting density requirements. The minimum
lot size needs to be greatly reduced while maintaining the current density while increasing the
preserved green space for the future.

7/12/2022 7:20 AM

16 No 7/12/2022 4:32 AM

17 I love the rural aspect....However I hate when my neighbor on his 2 acre lot shoots his guns at
all hours like he lives on a "30 acre compound" with no neighbors around......Just no respect
for quiet country living......

7/11/2022 10:39 PM

18 I do understand that some growth in the area is normal, as we live in what is essentially the
new frontier for growth, due to the west side of 71 already being built up. That said, I would
really like to manage the growth and prefer residential growth over commercial development.

7/11/2022 9:03 PM
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19 No in favor of townships!! 7/11/2022 5:25 PM

20 No 7/11/2022 5:04 PM

21 Disappointed with how long it took to ultimately build a pole barn type building for our township
hall. We are a growing township and will outgrow this building very soon if not already. Plus
there isn’t any parking. We should take a page from Oxford Township. Feel ours is a waste of
our taxpayer dollars, on a left we voted for years ago. This was pre-covid so that excuse is
lame.

7/11/2022 3:46 PM

22 Allowance of high density housing would be the absolute worst zoning decision. 7/11/2022 3:15 PM

23 I dislike flag lots and think they devalue real estate 7/11/2022 2:41 PM

24 Lets keep it rural! If folks want all the big city amenities they can move to the city. 7/11/2022 1:54 PM

25 All owners should have a right to develop their land not just nationwide reality 7/11/2022 1:27 PM

26 I work from home and the lack of internet options at very north end of Blue Church is
aggravating and expensive.

7/11/2022 12:52 PM

27 Please stop developers from having their way with our zoning rules. It is OUR township.
Developers do not get to rewrite OUR rules here.

7/11/2022 12:35 PM

28 We need to keep Kingston TWP small and rural. No housing developments, shopping centers,
etc. I would like an interchange at 71 and 521, but it should be large (strictly an interchange, no
gas stations, shops). I am glad that we have zoning to limit commercial development, but I
don’t like the zoning rules and policies for my property and what I can do with it
(permits/fees/etc.).

7/11/2022 12:29 PM

29 We really need spectrum to cover all of the township. I live 2 addresses away from the new
town hall, and still can't get Spectrum Internet/TV service. Regarding PRDs: the 50% open
space should be deed-ed to the township to ensure that it remains open space for generations
to come..

7/11/2022 11:53 AM

30 No 7/11/2022 11:06 AM

31 I think the closeness of homes in NorthStar is a crime. There was plenty of land to spread out
those homes. The fact that they are so close together demonstrates that the builder was more
interested in making money than building a pleasant, country like experience.

7/11/2022 10:36 AM

32 Keep the township rural with an emphasis on agriculture 7/11/2022 10:34 AM

33 They seem biased. There are many options between 1.9 acre lots & less than .5 acres 7/11/2022 10:15 AM

34 As time passes, keeping Kingston Township rural will make this area even more rare and
precious. We are able to live in a peaceful rural setting while close to amenities. Our land
enables our family to provide agricultural experiences to our children that foster independence,
responsibility, and compassion.

7/11/2022 10:14 AM

35 I just moved in but I love it here! 7/11/2022 10:13 AM

36 We love our township. If anything, I would prefer larger building lot requirements - 3 or 5 acre
minimums and increased set back requirements

7/11/2022 10:09 AM

37 Sewer service would be good for residents but not commercial 7/11/2022 10:05 AM

38 Keep us like we are. I moved here to get away from things and would move if move
development occurs

7/11/2022 10:04 AM

39 I like the community and hope the growth is more of the same from a culture perspective. Dont
want to be Powell or Olentangy.

7/11/2022 9:52 AM

40 On question 16, the mentioned interchange should not be built. The area would become too
crowded and people like the simplicity of living out here. Our house is right off of 521 and
would impact us heavily.

7/11/2022 9:50 AM

41 Save our rural community! If you want to live in the city, go to Delaware or Columbus. Don't
bring the city and its problems here!

7/11/2022 9:44 AM

42 I prefer large lots with single family homes and oppose the construction of apartments. 7/11/2022 7:23 AM
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43 Keep it simple. Keep it country. 7/10/2022 9:56 AM

44 Please also prevent light pollution. There is no need for streetlights or large lights on township
or other buildings.

7/9/2022 12:43 AM

45 I LOVE THE RURAL CHARACTER OF KINGSTON TOWNSHIP. I WOULD HATE TO SEE
DEVELOPMENT LIKE THAT OF NORTHSTAR. I WOULD HATE TO SEE TRAILERS
ALLOWED ON PUBLIC PROPERTY WITHIN THE TOWNSHIP I STRONGLY DISAGREE
WITH A PROPOSED HIGHWAY EXTENSION THROUGH PRIME FARM LAND. THERE IS
ANOTHER WAY THAT WOULD NOT EFFECT THE FARMERS IN OUR AREA. I AM HOPING
THE AUCTION OF 60+ ACRES ON CARTERS CORNER ROAD IS NOT BOUGHT BY A
DEVELOPER. THERE IS A HILL IN FRONT OF THE HOMESTEAD WHICH WOULD NOT BE
SAFE FOR A DRIVEWAY. THERE IS A HUGE HOME ACROSS THE STREET BELOW THE
HILL AND I AM CONCERNED THAT THERE MAY BE A SERIOUS ACCIDENT ONE DAY
BECAUSE PEOPLE COME UP OVER THAT HILL VERY FAST SOMETIME. WHEN WE
MOVED TO KINGSTON TOWNSHIP OUR 10 ACRES WAS A COW PASTURE. IN 42 YEARS
WE HAVE SEEN MANY HOMES BUILT IN KINGSTON TOWNSHIP AND TRAFFIC OF
COURSE HAS INCREASED AS WELL AS THE SPEED OF MANY DRIVERS.

7/8/2022 4:26 PM

46 I enjoy the rural township we live in and would like to preserve that. 7/7/2022 8:57 PM

47 We love what's left of a rural feel. We don't want Sunbury to turn into Westerville. Protect the
farmers & locals.

7/7/2022 8:49 PM

48 Keep Kingston Township it as rural as possible 7/7/2022 6:49 PM

49 Keep Kingston Township it as rural as possible 7/7/2022 6:30 PM

50 Leave the country the way it is. We moved out to the country and farmland to be away from
the city. Would move again if it changed.

7/7/2022 10:38 AM

51 With letting Northstar, Tanger Outlets, and all these other commercial builds happen around us,
we need to make a stand. I live in this township because I do not want Commercial
Development at all ! Sunbury use to be a nice little town, now look at it ! overcrowded, over
populated, housing developments everywhere, and it takes 15 min just to get through town.
Our township is going to be the next Polaris Parkway if we don't make a stand at some point.
Kids could once ride their bikes on our roads without worry, now you cant even get the mail
without worrying about being hit by some idiot cutting through our township and flying down our
roads. Put stop to it please ! Lets not ruin yet another small rural township. If these other
residents want commercial, why did they move out here in the first place? As for the storm
water management. Why do we keep allowing more tile to happen in the farm fields, when
every time it rains it backs up ? The county has neglected and failed to maintain the system,
and now all the sudden we want to try and make the residents pay for fixing it? If the system
was in perfect working order and deliberate damage or neglect affected the function that is one
thing, but how we they expect residents to pay to fix something that hasn't been right in over
20 years? I understand the farmers needs, but last time I checked the farmer doesn't float the
bill to fix the issues or upgrades at my place of business? Why should we be responsible for
fixing this for theirs? The county should pay for it, or the township should hire someone.

7/7/2022 9:47 AM

52 No 7/7/2022 9:33 AM

53 It started Rural, let’s keep it that way. The main reason most people move to our township is to
be in a rural area. These new residents need to know they aren’t going to move out here and
overtake something the life long residents such as myself have strived to keep from happening
for many years. We don’t need Commercial Development, and we don’t want commercial
development. They already took over with letting the outlet mall in here, what’s to stop our
intersection at 61/71 next? Who’s going to be the one to stop this Northern Commercial
Expansion? Some has to stop this!

7/7/2022 9:15 AM

54 Storm Water Management- some of the farmers are overloading the system it seems with
double and triple tiling of their fields. Yes it keeps their fields dry, but the backup onto other
peoples property is out of control, the systems can not keep up with it. Residents do not have
the funds nor the equipment to maintain storm water systems because the farmers have
overloaded the system. If the residents are expected to keep up the storm water system, they
should not be expected to float the bill for something the county has not done any upkeep in
over 20 years. We love the farmers being around us, but it seems they expect us to pay to fix
these issues that have been going on for a while for the soul benefit of their fields. Again this
should not be at the residents cost. The county neglected it, they should fix it. I have lived in

7/7/2022 9:07 AM
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this township my entire life, and this township was built on the concept of Rural. Why take that
away from the people including the trustees who have lived here most if not all of their lives? If
we keep allowing this commercial development to continue, how can we call ourselves a rural
community?

55 Seems like agriculture is exempt from proper drainage and maintains the land. The excessive
water from the fields cause problems to area homes.

7/6/2022 8:35 PM

56 Farmers need to be included in #10 7/6/2022 8:30 PM

57 Would prefer that commercial businesses and large, multiple-lot subdivisions not be built in the
township.

7/6/2022 8:06 PM

58 We lived in Lewis Center for 34 years. We moved from there to get away from the massive
growth of high density residential, commercial, traffic, etc.

7/6/2022 8:06 PM

59 We need better roads and road signs. 7/6/2022 1:27 PM

60 Our township has been a wonderful place to live and raise a family. We love the beautiful rural
setting and do not want to see it changed and developed into housing developments and
commercial businesses.

7/6/2022 11:57 AM

61 My wife and I enjoy the rural aspects of our township. 7/6/2022 11:49 AM

62 We love the rural, country feel of our township. We are STRONGLY opposed to developments
and apartments, etc. that will make it feel less so.

7/6/2022 9:16 AM

63 No 7/5/2022 10:08 AM

64 more enforcement 7/4/2022 8:08 AM

65 The township should maintain our rural character and not bow to the big money developers that
can change density requirments

7/2/2022 11:41 AM

66 Sewer service would be great. I prefer large lots.no more subdivisions and nasty retention
ponds with goose problems.

7/1/2022 6:21 PM

67 Our family purposely moved to Kingston Township because of the rural feeling and open
farmland.

6/28/2022 9:57 PM

68 Instead of 521, a northbound exit and southbound entrance ramp at North Galena with ZERO
commercial development would be greatly preferred.

6/28/2022 1:54 PM

69 N Galena Road needs a one direction on, one direction off interchange. Look at
Brownsville/Gratiot in Licking County.

6/28/2022 1:38 PM

70 There is plenty of commercialism around!!! I’m so tired of seeing housing developments taking
up the farmland. That IS NOT progress. That’s greed!!!

6/26/2022 11:05 AM

71 I live at the corner of Kilbourne and N. Galena. I've noticed the traffic increase over the years
and am concerned about even more traffic, which can be very loud at times and dangerously
fast on Kilbourne. Additionally, while it may be "logical" to plan commercial development at I-
71/521 if an interchange is made, I don't want it that close to my house. It would result in even
more traffic, sound and light pollution, ruin the rural view, and make roadways less safe for
joggers/cyclists. I do support more parks and open activity areas in the township, which I
frequently drive to other locations to use. Particularly bike/walking paths.

6/26/2022 9:53 AM

72 Yes. Send me a hard copy to provide my comments in writing: 9065 twigg hupp rd 6/24/2022 10:42 AM

73 I feel our twp. trustees have done a good job of retaining the rural qualities of our twp. We live
on Rosecrans Rd. And have always enjoyed the quiet and peacefulness of being in the
country. We don't like the increased traffic on our road and many fly down our road making it
unsafe for children. Please continue to keep congestion out of our twp. As much as possible.
Thankyou.

6/23/2022 9:57 AM

74 No neighborhoods 6/22/2022 7:01 PM

75 Keep lots at least 2 acres if not more, implement zoning to eliminate light polution, include
planting trees in zoning so we have more forests. Do not allow commercial development,
subdivisions, or apartments. Keep Kingston rural.

6/22/2022 6:51 PM
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76 I moved to this area to be in the country setting. Having additional homes, leads to more
traffic, crime, accidents, etc.

6/22/2022 11:16 AM

77 Please keep our current zoning FR 1. Dont sell out like berkshire twp did. 6/21/2022 6:27 PM

78 We don’t want any new exits or Walmarts built here! 6/21/2022 1:36 PM

79 The 71 & 521 interchange is so close to the 36/37 interchange: why not finish developing
what’s already been started there before worrying about a new interchange. Improve what’s
already existing & build the one south of there that I thought had already been approved? Also,
I do support the setting aside of land specifically for parks in our township, but don’t care if
there’s soccer/baseball fields. Just one more thing to maintain, that maybe we don’t need yet.
But if we don’t set the land aside now before it’s all developed, it won’t be available later to do
whatever we want with down the road.

6/21/2022 11:54 AM

80 I'd prefer if lot sizes were even larger, like 3+ acres. Kingston needs to remain rural. If people
want town life, they can move to Sunbury or Galena.

6/21/2022 10:20 AM

81 The minimum lot size should be increased to 5 acres per home no matter what for all future
development.

6/21/2022 8:00 AM

82 As residents we (and everyone else) moved here for a rural feel. If we wanted a neighborhood
we would have moved to a neighborhood. There should be a space for everyone and in
Kingston, that space is to have a farm feel close to Sunbury. We should not constantly be
stressed a developer will come in and pack houses in behind us. We have zoning for a reason
and lots should be kept large to maintain the integrity of our community. Residents should not
be pushed out further away from town because we want land. Big developers should not be
able to come in and pay a bunch of money to get fields rezoned so it supports their pockets
and not the interests of the community. There are plenty of apartments and neighborhoods
going in already and all of Sunbury will be overrun if one township does not stand strong.
Please stand firm on the FR-1 zoning and maintain the integrity of this community, a space for
people who desire a country way of life.

6/20/2022 8:12 PM

83 Please keep Kingston township small. That is why the people of this township moved here and
want to stay here. The infrastructure is not able to handle neighborhoods and increased traffic.
Our property butts up to the 585 acres on Rosecrans/blue church that is already zoned for 1/2
acres neighborhood and owned by Weilers and we pray every year it will not be developed
because it will ruin what we love most about where we live. Increased development will
eventually drive us out. Please keep the authenticity and uniqueness of Kingston Township as
is! We love it here and would love to stay long term.

6/20/2022 8:11 PM

84 Don't feel infrastructure of tounship does not support a Hugh development of new residential
areas and the cost to present residence would be too much.

6/20/2022 12:04 PM

85 Difficult to provide input with background or data used for some of the questions. 6/20/2022 8:21 AM

86 Keep the twp as rural and undeveloped as possible. :) 6/20/2022 7:01 AM

87 Please don’t let this area build up. We moved here because it was in the country. 6/19/2022 3:26 PM

88 I moved out here specifically to get away from commercial areas and areas with high density
housing. I hope it stays that way.

6/18/2022 9:24 PM

89 I would like it if Blue Church Cemetary looked better, more well taken care of to be a positive
landmark in Kingston Township.

6/17/2022 8:50 PM

90 I would prefer we keep our township as rural as possible. Keeping sewer out will help with that.
Let's not be like some of the surrounding townships that are more interested in tax revenue
than quality of life of the residents.

6/16/2022 6:20 PM

91 I like the current rural and agricultural character of the township. I think it would be a mistake
to allow developers to put in apartments and housing developments.

6/16/2022 3:18 PM

92 We like the "country" atmosphere we have, although it has grown into more of a"small town". 6/16/2022 10:53 AM

93 No 6/15/2022 8:01 PM

94 Please dont turn Sunbury into NYC- We moved here to get away from that. We are loosing the
small towntown atmosphere

6/15/2022 7:34 PM
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95 Would like to see parks and bike trails/extensions to existing. 6/15/2022 5:47 PM

96 No development 6/15/2022 2:00 PM

97 We have zoning. It works if applicants tell truth. If lying on applications can do as pleased with
no recourse.

6/14/2022 9:56 PM

98 Thank you for allowing the residents to have input regarding future plans. 6/14/2022 5:15 PM

99 Please keep us rural! 6/14/2022 4:48 PM

100 Would prefer the minimum lot size be 2.0 acres moving forward. 6/14/2022 3:37 PM

101 I would like Kingston Township to remain a sea of green, open spaces and agriculture. We will
most likely be surrounded by development so Kingston Township can be a sort of oasis.

6/14/2022 3:11 PM

102 Wilson Road has become very busy with the building of new homes. The road needs to be
improved with wider lanes to accommodate all of the increased traffic.

6/14/2022 1:52 PM

103 Keep the country, country. Less development. 6/14/2022 12:09 PM

104 we have something good, don,t blow it 6/13/2022 9:29 PM

105 Sunbury(all townships around and including Kingston) is rapidly becoming the "suburbs". If this
continues, my family and multiple others in the area will be looking for a relocation. More
people does not always, if ever, mean "better".

6/13/2022 9:08 PM

106 No big developments. Northstar has plenty. School district will not be able to handle more. 6/13/2022 6:51 PM

107 I love driving by farms every day. It doesn’t bother me at all when I am stuck behind a farm
vehicle on the road for 5 minutes. The township does a great job keeping our area beautiful.
Please keep it up.

6/13/2022 2:20 PM

108 It would be nice to have a few more food options at 71 and 36, however we wouldnt want it
exploding and having too much there.

6/13/2022 12:03 PM

109 Let’s keep Kingston township rural 6/13/2022 11:22 AM

110 I think lot sizes should be bigger so homes are not on top of each other. 6/13/2022 10:44 AM

111 I moved out of a large city, and chose Sunbury for its rural character - the next thing I know,
here come the housing / land developers with their visions to turn the area into a big city with
amusement/recreational parks. I should have stayed in Columbus.

6/13/2022 6:51 AM

112 We moved from Galena to Kingston township because of the rural, small town environment.
The last thing needed is another exit ramp off I-71 to a gas station. 36/37 is 4 miles south, 61
is 4 miles north. Keep is rural!

6/13/2022 6:44 AM

113 Need to have 3 acre lots as a minimum 6/12/2022 8:56 PM

114 Minimum lot size should be 5 acres, not 1.95. We moved to a rural area because it was rural,
not to recreate the subdivision we previously lived in.

6/12/2022 8:42 PM

115 I believe that commercial or industrial should be allowed as long as it is properly zoned. a
complete residential makeup of the township will eventually cause property taxes to increase.
commercial or industrial is needed to help pay the taxes.

6/12/2022 8:27 PM

116 It is not too far to drive to Sunbury or Delaware to eat, shop, there are plenty of commercial
space between Sunbury Rt 3 and down to Kohl’s that has yet to be developed. All of the land
between S Galena and 71 is close enough for us to drive to shop or eat, 521 is not necessary
when you cannot fill zoned commercial areas now. We love our rural Kingston Township you
look the home building South and East of us is nothing we want to see in Kingston.

6/12/2022 8:22 PM

117 Regarding question #4, I do not support Common Access Driveway subdivisions, only single
residential lots.

6/12/2022 8:12 PM

118 No 6/12/2022 8:03 PM

119 Get the internet out here..... 6/12/2022 3:58 PM

120 I thought you could only build a residence on 5 acres or more in Kingston Twp. 6/12/2022 2:49 PM
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121 The township should communicate monthly so everyone is aware of upcoming issues,
hearings, and events.

6/12/2022 2:18 PM

122 please keep our community as it is, rural friendly safe 6/12/2022 1:39 PM

123 Left Orange Twp due to skyrocketing RE taxes - no master plan, no balance of residential and
commercial growth with green space preservation, total loss of rural character of 25 years ago.
PLEASE protect Kingston Twp

6/12/2022 1:11 PM

124 Leave well enough alone 6/12/2022 12:41 PM

125 We need improved water drainage to help water flow through the ditches. 6/12/2022 12:35 PM

126 You need to stop bending over backwards to appease real estate developers and throwing their
infrastructure costs on to tax payers.

6/12/2022 12:35 PM

127 We need to stop mowing wildflowers and milkweed along the road. One reason is because it’s
a complete waste of resources. Another is because those plants help pollinate our farms and
gardens in the long run. The guy who does it is the nicest guy in the world, but we need to
spend resources elsewhere.

6/12/2022 11:54 AM

128 Non- commercial , 1.95 acre per home is are great. PRD’s like the one in the North Star
developmen look nice and are acceptable. Roads need a lot for work. They have been
neglected for years and they are failing. Speed limits must be lowered and load limits need to
be enforced. Our roads are too narrow for safe travel on them at 55 mph. I don’t understand
how Berkshire twp can have a 45 mph speed limit on their portion of Blaney rd. and the
Kingston portion is 55 mph and in poor condition.

6/12/2022 11:46 AM

129 We like the rural atmosphere of the township. 6/12/2022 11:32 AM

130 We moved here to get away from the small lot sizes and apartments in an urban environment
and do not wish to see that start here. We enjoy living here as it is.

6/12/2022 11:31 AM

131 No 6/12/2022 11:10 AM

132 You need to protect our land and values. 6/12/2022 11:09 AM

133 We should have built a larger township hall to accommodate our growing township. Is the
community park ever going to get completed?

6/12/2022 9:54 AM

134 Fiber internet is crucial to our area. Need to make that happen 6/12/2022 8:38 AM

135 Not all areas of Delaware County need to provide all types of housing. Some areas should
remain rural/agricultural in nature

6/12/2022 8:05 AM

136 Sewage and commercial growth should be determined by demand, and paid for by users 6/12/2022 7:52 AM

137 no 6/11/2022 10:48 PM

138 Stronger zoning laws for open space and development guidelines 6/11/2022 10:44 PM

139 Keep Kingston Township rural! 6/11/2022 10:30 PM

140 I have lived here for 30 years because it is rural. I do not want to live in a community
surrounded by housing, traffic, and businesses. If that is what is going to happen to this
township, I will be forced to move.

6/11/2022 10:14 PM

141 Keep our township rural with a low density population. 6/11/2022 9:02 PM

142 Please do not ruin our homes by adding commercial and industrial complexes or large
subdivisions

6/11/2022 9:01 PM

143 We like living in the country and do not want developments invading our peaceful living. We
moved out of the city to get away from development’s and houses close together

6/11/2022 8:51 PM

144 I live here because I like the rural life. I do NOT want commercial business in my area nor do I
want housing developments. I feel that the 71/36 exchange is becoming more like the suburbs
with each passing year. If it gets much worse I feel I may just move back to Columbus. Please
do NOT overdevelop our township. Keep it rural!

6/11/2022 8:40 PM

145 I purposely moved away from the city to a rural area, and would appreciate being able to
maintain that aspect of our township.

6/11/2022 7:53 PM
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146 We welcome all to this nice township. Farmers should be permitted to sell frontage lots. 6/11/2022 6:57 PM

147 It seems that there is an attempt to build another area similar to Polaris along rt 36/37. I am
against this with all my heart.

6/11/2022 6:41 PM

148 I am extremely pleased with the rural nature of our township. The ONLY things I would like to
see change is better internet access and more recreational type areas as described in
Question 11. Everything else is perfect! Don't try to 'fix' it!!!

6/11/2022 6:02 PM

149 I moved here for the rural character of the area and I am already seeing increased traffic and
speeding on our roads.

6/11/2022 5:53 PM

150 I understand pressure from developers for high density developments. However I will not vote
for any trustee who caves in to that pressure. People moved out here for a reason;not tone the
next Lewis center/Polaris.

6/11/2022 5:46 PM

151 N/A 6/11/2022 5:46 PM

152 I moved to this township due to the zoning and protection provided and the peace and quiet 6/11/2022 5:45 PM

153 We have lived here for more than 22 years and chose this area because of the rural feel. We
do not want housing developments as the traffic on our road has already increased and people
are speeding making it unsafe on the roadway b

6/11/2022 5:39 PM

154 It is sad to see the number of farms being sold off to be devloped as housing. We need to
preserve our farmland.

6/11/2022 5:37 PM

155 Keep Kingston Township rural 6/11/2022 5:15 PM

156 Manage within means instead of constantly raising taxes. 6/11/2022 3:55 PM

157 Regarding active recreation, I personally would like bike and walking trails. Funding these
amenities is an issue. It seems the first call is to add on the property tax. I'd like to see some
thinking outside the easy money of a tax property tax increase. What about grants, etc? The I-
71 interchange? ODOT and the politicians will determine that one! I don't think citizens will
have much or any say. And why is there no question about public transportation? Seems to me
that with rising gas prices, leadership needs to be thinking about having people park their cars.
We need some forward thinking.

6/11/2022 2:56 PM

158 it would be nice to have City sewage but not at the expense of a bunch of non single family
homes.

6/11/2022 2:16 PM

159 No 6/11/2022 2:11 PM

160 Build pickleball courts 6/11/2022 2:11 PM

161 The township is going to see significant growth and should be prepared for it through a strong
zoning and development code. The new roads superintendent will also need to be prepared to
handle the additional growth and to keep up with the demands of the position, in order to
improve the quality of lower standards that currently exist.

6/11/2022 1:57 PM

162 I moved out of a neighborhood for the rural setting. Adding more growth with make me move. 6/11/2022 1:37 PM

163 Additional dwelling units should be considered on a case by case basis with no rentals allowed 6/11/2022 1:35 PM

164 Developers usually get what they want even with a comprehensive plan 6/11/2022 11:11 AM


